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ABSTRACT: Eighty-four survey responses from the AACSB-accredited academic
institutions and 110 from Fortune 500 companies are compared to determine how
software copying policies differ between the two groups. Approximatefy 85% ofthe
university respondents have set policies covering software copying while 90% ofthe
companies report some policies. The methods of enforcing the policies, if any, are
also compared as are the differences in responsibilities for setting the policies. The
techniques used to inform users of these polices are also compared with most users
infarmed at software installation time, in software classes, or through periodic
memos and newsletters. The enforcement ofthese policies among students, faculty,
and corporate employees are contrasted as are the actions taken when the policies
are not followed. The most common technique for policy enforcement is through
internalaudits oran honorsystem. These actions range from written or oral warnings
to termination; from removing the copied software to purchasing a copy of the
software. The current methods of preventing software copying are anafyzed and
overall recommendations for handling the problem are made.
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IN1RODUCI10N
In September 1989, the SPA began
operating a hotline800 number on which
individuals can inform the SPA of the use
of illegal copies of software within an
organization. The hotline is in response
to the estimated $2 billion a year lost by
the software industry to illegal copies.
(1) As of December, 1989, the SPA
reported that 200 calls were received by
the hotline. (2)
The SPA has even taken a French
broadcasting company and the largest
merchant bank in France to court over an
alleged case of software piracy. They
maintain that up to one third of the
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broadcast company's software was pirated,
despite the clarity of French copyright
laws. (3)
As software companies take the
initiative and exhibit more willingness to
prosecute organizations making illegal
copies of software, many large businesses
are examining their own policies and
procedures relating to software to
minimize their legal exposure. Although
a current law forbids suing individual
state governments and their agencies
(including state, but not private
universities) ( 4) that violate parts of federal
copyright law, this may soon change.
Legislation has been introduced into both
the Senate and House to amend this law

to hold universities and colleges
responsible for copyright law. The new
legislation has been approved by the House
of Representatives (5). If passed, state
universities will face the same monetary
sanctions as corporations in cases of
software piracy. Even without this law,
while state universities would not be legally
liable, their administrators should still
feel morally and ethically liable. A blatant
case of software copying will generate
adverse publicity for the school and affect
relations with parents, the public, and
the state legislators.
Most colleges of business recognize
the problem; software copying is cited as
one operational issue of concern in the
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